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• Overview of commonly monitored drugs

• Pharmacogenetics-guided TDM

Outline

• The Therapeutic Drug Monitoring Process

• Request form

• Laboratory measurement



Therapeutic drug monitoring process

GOAL

Improve health outcomes in a cost-effective 
manner, by optimizing individual 

pharmacotherapy
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HOW???

Knowledge
Tools



Therapeutic drug monitoring process

• Monitoring request

• Biological samples: optimal sampling strategies

• Assessment of request suitability

• Concentration data: Bioanalytical methods for TDM 

• Estimation of individual pharmacokinetics parameters

• Analysis of clinical information

• Pharmacokinetic report



Learning Objectives

• Learn the different phases of the TDM process
• Know the advantages and disadvantages of the 

different analytical methods
• Understand the importance of quantifying 

concentrations below LLOQ
• Determine the assay error
• Assess the Bayesian adjustment methods



• Identification (chart number)
• Anthropometric data
• Demographic information
• Drug and/or metabolites
• Dosage
• Times (intake, drawn, etc)
• Co-medication

More, depending drug test

Request form
Traditionally, printed sheets have been used in
which the facultative or auxiliary personnel
requesting information, filled out by hand or
later on computer, considered key to the
realization of the TDM inform.

What information?



HIS
Health Information System

Nowadays, professionals directly access in the
electronic patient record to the drug monitoring
application included by the Clinical Pharmacokinetic
Unit in the HIS (Health Information System) of the
hospital











RCD: resident- collected data
NCD: nurse-collected data



Bioanalytical methods for TDM

The most precise methods for dosage
adjustment use drug concentrations
measured in biological samples,
drawn at determined times



We need
analytical assays

simple

accurate
precise

fast

specific

We need to control the results





TDM

IMMUNOASSAYS

CHROMATOGRAPHY



IMMUNOASSAYS

Are bioanalytical methods in which the
quantitation of the analyte depends on the
reaction of an antigen and an antibody
(immune complex)

Homogeneous and Heterogeneous
Competitive and Non-competitive



Reagents
Antibodies Signal-generating labels Separation matrices

Monoclonal
Polyclonal

• Radioactive atoms
• Enzimes
• Fluorescens probes
• Chemiluminiscens
• Metal
• Liposomes

Charcoal
Polyethilene glicol
Second antibody
Microbeads

Microwell plate



Fluorescence Polarization Immunoassay - FPIA

Microparticle Enzyme Immunoassay - MEIA

Chemiluminescent Magnetic Immunoassay—CMIA

Electrochemiluminescence Immunoassay- ECLIA 

Antibody-conjugated magnetic immunoassay- ACMIA

Quantitative Microparticle System- QMS 

Cloned enzyme doner immunoassay- CEDIA







Immunoassays

Automated

Standarized methods

Low sample volume

No sample preparation (or minimum)

Less time of analysis

Fairly low cost (instruments, reagents)

Easy to use. Personal minimally qualified

Less sensitivity (heterogeneous > homogeneous)

Less specificity

Total dependence on provider

Limited supply of assays

No availability for new drugs



Chromatography





Standarized and in-house methods
Good or high sensitivity (LC-MS/MS)
Good or high specificity (LC-MS/MS)

HPLC high sample volume required
Sample preparation required
Lengthy analysis (HPLC)
Moderate analysis length (LC-MS/MS)
Expensive instrumentation
Qualified and experienced staff



Which drugs may require therapeutic drug
monitoring?

• Narrow and established target concentration range
• Significant interindividual pharmacokinetic variability

• A better relationship between concentration and 
response that between dose and response

• No high intraindividual pharmacokinetic variability

• Therapeutic benefit demonstrate by TDM
• Possibility of having analytical methods to 

quantify the drug



Methods of dosage optimization
Methods “a priori”

Methods “a posteriori”

Based on population pharmacokinetics parameters

Regression methods

Bayesian methods
Use data of TDM concentrations

Use population pharmacokinetics parameters + data of TDM 
concentrations



Methods “a priori”





Algorithms
(example Lithium)

Dose = 6.21 Css
goal -1.93form -2.84 ADT- 0.07 age

+ 1.88 sex+ 0.08 weight + 5.14

N = 100 patients with bipolar disorder



These methods have limited utility and
should only be used for initial dosing,
provided that the population information on
which they are based is well known and
validated in routine clinical practice.



Methods “a posteriori”
adapted control methods: individual response

Regression methods : LINEAR

Linear regression



Advantages of linear regression

• Simplicity
• Speed
• No computer is needed

Limitations
• Implicit errors in linearization
• Does not allow the use of all information



Non- Linear regression

Methods “a posteriori”



Direct search algorithms

Gradient algorithms

Simplex
Nelder-Mead

Steepest Descent
Marquart-Levenberg
Gauss-Newton



Advantages of Non- linear regression
• Data weighting
• Use of complex equations, including kinetic and 

clinical parameters
• Does not require additional population information

Limitations
• Need a greater number of concentrations (≥3)
• Need a computer
• Requires experience to detect false solutions



Bayesian methods
Bayes' theorem, is used in many different ways.

In TDM, it provides a way to revise existing predictions or
probabilities given new or additional evidence, using either
parametric or (better) nonparametric approaches



Information “a priori”:
PK parameters
Interindividual variance of each PK parameter
Residual variance of concentrations

Current information:
Observed concentrations

Information “a posteriori”:
Estimated PK bayesian parameters
Estimated concentrations using PK bayesian parameters

Observed
concentration

Estimated
concentration

Mean PK 
parameter

Estimated PK 
parameter

Residual variance
concentration

Interindividual variance of 
PK parameter



Advantages of Bayesian methods
• Minimum experimental information
• Flexibility of sampling time
• Consistent results

Limitations

• Clinical training
• Validate the PK model in the own population

• Application to different PK models



All estimation methods require a total control of : 

• time of administration
• time of the previous doses or at least of the

usual schedule in the case of ambulatory
patients

• time of the collection of the sample, etc.



How to do Optimal TDM and Individualize Drug Therapy 
Optimally

We need good data, accurately recorded, precisely measured, with
a good quantitative index of its credibility.

1 - WHEN was it drawn? Look at the clock on the wall, or your watch.
Record the time as military time, to the minute, from 0000 to 2359
hrs. This is MOST IMPORTANT!

Same for the doses – even more important.

2 – How CREDIBLE is the assay?



We need to know the assay error over the entire range of the assay, down to 
and including the zero blank



Assay Error Pattern
Not all data have equal credibility.

There have been various empirical weighting schemes such as:
• unity weighting
• weighting by the reciprocal of the measured concentration (or of its squared

value)
• the use of a constant coefficient of variation
• and others.

We need to know the relative amount of information contained in a data point, to
give more quantitative importance to one that is known with good precision and less
to one known with less precision (greater measurement error).
Use 1/variance (Fisher information) as the correct error description



Fisher Information quantifies the credibility of a 
lab measurement

• Fisher Information = 1/Variance
• So need to know, or have a good estimate, of the SD of 

every serum level. 
• Labs always get SD anyway, to get the CV%.
• Then, Variance = SD2

• And Credibility = Fisher info = 1/Var.



Assay CV% versus correct weight, Fisher Info

• Assume, for example, 10% assay CV
• If conc = 10, SD = 1, var = 1, weight = 1
• If conc = 20, SD = 2, var = 4, weight = ¼ - Aha!
• So a constant linear % error (the assay CV%) is NOT the 

correct measure of credibility! 
• As conc approaches zero, CV% approaches infinity.
• But assay SD, var, weight are always finite. Fisher info is 

the correct measure of assay precision.
• Also, no need for LLOQ any more!



Determining the Assay SD polynomial
• Measure blank, low, medium, high, 

and very high samples in at least 
quintuplicate.

• Get mean conc + SD for each sample.
• Fit a polynomial to the mean and SD 

data.
• SD = A0C0 + A1C1 + A2C2 + A3C3

• Then can weight each single 
measurement by the reciprocal of its 
variance (Fisher Info)

• No lower detectable limit (LOD) or 
limit of quantification (LOQ)!

• No need to censor (withhold) any
data.



Different weighting schemes lead to different
parameter values being found in fitted

pharmacokinetic models

This is well known, and has been explicitly
shown in pharmacokinetic studies





Polynomial equation

A = Constant SD of 0.5 ug/ml







Report
The pharmacokinetic report should be written in simple, clear
language, avoiding the use of complicated pharmacokinetic
terms for clinicians

It should include:

• Patient data
• Drug data
• Concentration data
• Interpretation and comments





Can pharmacogenomics be used for
posology adjustments?

• Avoid adverse drug reactions (5-fluorouracil, HDMTX)

• Predicts drug efficacy (antineoplastics (RAS, EGFR mutations etc….)

• Predicts drug serum concentrations (Population PK parameters, NEVER 

individual predictions)

• Can be used to adjust initial posology (Need more tan one variable) 









83 courses were monitored

62.6% Dose modificaction

57.7% 
Increase

42.3% 
Reduction

OUR DATA ABOUT PHARMACOKINETICALLY GUIDE  5-FLUOURACIL DOSE-ADJUSTMENT 
2016-2017

Dose increase (percentage) = 13.75 ± 9.75

Dose reduction (percentage) = 11.71 ± 8.06

Distribution of AUC for 5-FU



Hypothesis: The CYP2D6 polymorphic state slow
metabolizer MAY AFFECT endoxifen plasma concentrations
as well as disease-free survival in postmenopausal women
ER + under adjuvant treatment with tamoxifen 20mg / day
for 5 yearsA) B) 





Health Technol Assess. 2011 Sep;15(33):1-102. doi:



Drugs subject to monitoring

Antibiotics

PK/PD Index

Antipsicotics
Curvilineal relationship PK/PD

Antidepressants
Curvilineal relationship PK/PD

Anti-cancer drugs:

5-Fluouracil

Irinotecan
Taxanes

Doxorrubicin
MTX

TKI

Monoclonal antibody
Immunotherapy

Digestive

Rheumatology

Dermatology

Antiepileptics
Imprecision in TI

Cardiotonics
Need to control peripheral c.



If you wish to prescribe drugs to your patients with skill, optimal precision,
and consideration for each patient’s individual needs, to minimize poor
outcomes from blunt, last century one-size-fits-all dosing for the fictitious
average patient, consider this book.

More information from Googling “Individualized Drug Therapy” at Elsevier
or Amazon.



Take-home messages

• You can´t do drug dosing adjustments if you don´t control all information, 
and if you don´t use the information correctly.

• Until now, pharmacogenomics has demonstrated a contribution for
pharmacodynamic purposes. For dosage optimization, pharmacokinetics
is a much more potent tool.

• To have good control of every step of the TDM process is necessary for
good dosing adjustment of drug therapy in each patient.




